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DATEfEB 12 2013 Office: NEWARK, NJ 

' 
JNRE: Applicant: 

. -
JI.~~: ~epaft.iJJefit ~r ,H9rilei~tid =secu;ity 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 
Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) . 
20.Massachusetts Ave.; N.W., MS 2090 
Washin~~n, pc 205~9-.2090 . 

·U.S. Citizenship . 
. apd Immigratiqn 
Services · · 

FILE:. 

APPLICATION: Applicationfor Waiver of Grounds oflnadrnissibility under Sectio~ 212(i)"ofthe 
Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.~.C. § 1182(i) . . 

ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT: 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Enclosedple~se find the decision of the Administrative Appeals Office in your case. All-of the documents 
related to this matter have been returned to the office that originally decided your case. Please be· advised that 
any further inquiry t~at you might have concerning your case ,must be made to that office. ~ -

If you believe the AAO inappropriately applied the law in reaching its decision, or you have additional 
· information that you wish to have considered, you may file a motion · to reconsider or a motion t() reopen in 

accordance with the instructions on Form I-290B, Notice of Appeal or. Motiort~ with a fee' of $630. The 
~pecific requirements for fili~g . such a motion can be found at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5. Do l}Ot file .any motion 
directly with the AAO. Please be aware tha·t 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(l)(i) requires any motion to be filed within 

· 30 days of the decision that the motion seeks to reconsider or reopen. 

1/, :hank you~--._ • . _- _ -: _ 
~- (.. . 

. . 

Ron Rosenberg 
Acting Chief, Administrative Appeals Office 

www;\lsds;gov: 
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DISCUSSION: The waiver application was . denied by the Field Office Director, Newark, New 
Jersey, and a subsequep.t appeal was dismissed by the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO). The 
matter is now before the AAO on motion. The motion will be granted, however, th~ underlying 
application remains denied . 

. The applicant is a native and citizen of Colombia who was found to be inadmissible to the United 
States pursuant to section 212(a)(6)(C)(i) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act),8 ·u .S.C. 
§ 1182(a)(6)(C)(i), for procuring a visa to' the United States through fraud or the willful 
misrepreSentation of a rnaterial .fact. Thy applicant :is the spouse of a U.S. Citizen and the 
beneficiary of an approved I-130 Petition for Alien Relative ... She seeks .a waiver of inadmissibility 
pursuant to section 212(i) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1182(i), in order to remain in Jhe United States with 
her family. 

. . . . -
. The Field Off,ce Director foqnd the applicant failed · to establish that her qualifying relative would 
experience extreme hardship given her inadmissibility and denied the . waiver · application 

· a<:;cordingly. Decision of the Field Office Director, dated March 5, 2009. 

The AAO subsequently found that; . ·although the applicant ·demonstrated her spouse would 
· experience •. extreme hardship upon relocation to Colombia, extreme hardship had not been 
established in the event of s~paration. AAO Decision, November 2, 2011. The. appeal was 
consequently dismissed. !d. 

On motion, c:ounsel submits a br.iefand a letter from a physi<rian; In the brief, counsel asserts that 
the spouse's medical conditions, as well as his ymotional and financial reliance on the applicant 
would result in extreme hardship if they were sepa'rated. · · 

The record includes, but is not limited to, the documents listed above, additional briefs, statements 
from the applicant and her spouse, financial and medieal documents, passport copies, documentation 
of immigration proceedings, photographs, other applications and petitio~s, and country conditions 
information. The · entire record was reviewed and considered in · rendering a decision on the motion. 

Section 212(a)(6)(C) of the Act provides, in pertinent part: 

(i) Any alien who, by fraud or willfully misrepresenting a material fact, seeks to 
procure (or has sought to procure or has procured) a visa, other documentation, or 
admission into the United States or other benefit provided under this Act is 
inadmissible. · · 

Section 212(i) of the Act provides: 

(1) The [Secretary] may, in the discretion of the [Secretary], waive the app,icatiop 
of clause (i) of subse.ction (a)(6)(C) in the case of an alien wh9 is the.spouse, 
son or daughter of a United· States citizen or of an alienJawfully,admitted for 
permanent residence, if it is established to the satisfaction of the [Secretary] 
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that_ the refusal of admission to- the United States of such immigrant alien 
. would result in extreme hardship to the citizen or lawfully resident spouse or 
p~uent of such an alien. 

The record reflects ,th~t the applicant entered the United Stat~s as a visitor. for pleasure On' ~r :about . . . . ~ . . 
April 17,· 1982 with authorization to. ~emain in. the United States until July 15, 1982. She remained. 
in the Unite~ States beyond her period of authorized stay . . The ·applicant was subsequently placed 

' ' into deportation proce~dings_ ~nd on January 3, 1983 the applicant was. granted voluntary departure ' 
with an alterml.te order · of deportation. She. was initially required to de, part . the United States qn or 
-before April 3, 1983; she ,requested an extension Of time to depart which was denied, and ·she was 
subsequently ordered; to depart on or before May· 6, 1983. She departed the United States on or· 
around November · 30, 1991 an~ therefore departed. subject to · a deportation order. The applicant 
misrepresented on her December 17, 1991 immigrant visa applicatio~ that she had not been deporte<:) . 

froin the United States within the last five ye·ars. She was admitted to the United States on. January · 
27, 1992 as art iillmig~~nL hiadmissioility i~ not contested oil motion . .The AAO therefore affirms 

· that the applicanJ is inadmissible to the United States under section 212(a)(6)(C)(i) of the Act. The . 
applicant~s. qualifying relative for a waiver of this inadmissibility is her U.S. Citizen spouse. 

Section 212(i) of the Act provides that -~ waiver of the bar to admission -is dependent first upon a 
· ··. showing that the bfir 'imposes an extreme· hardship on a. qualifying.- family member. Once· extreme 

hardship is established, .it · is · but orie favorable factor to . be <;on.sicl~red in the determination of 
whetqer the Secretary sl)~uld exercise discretion. See Matter of Mendez, 21 I&N .Dec; 296 (BIA 
1996)." ' 

Extreme hardship is· "n~t a definable term of fixed and inflexible content or meaning," _but 
, "nec~ssarily depends upon the facts and; circumstances peculiar to each case." Matter of Hwang, 
· 10 I&N Dec. 448, 45.1· (~IA 1964). Iil Matter of Cervantes-Gonzalez, the· Board provided a list of 
factors it. deemed .re,levant in determining' w-hether ah alien has established extreme hardship to a 
qualifying relative. 22I&N 'Dec. 560, 565 (BIA 1999). The factors ipdude the presence of a lawfuf 
permanent re~ident or United States citizen spouse or parent in· this c~untry; the' qualifying relative's 
family ties outside the United States; the conditions in the country or cb'untries to which the qualifying 
relative wo'u).d' relocate and the extent of the qualifying relative's ties in such countries; the financial 
impact of dep~rture from this country; an'd significant conditions of health, p~uticulariy when tied to an 
unavailability of suitable medical care in the country to which the qualifying relative would relocate . 

. /d. The Board a_dded that not all of the foregoing factors rieed be· analyzed in any given case and 
emphasized that the list of factors was not exclusive. /d. at 566. · · · · · · 

The Board has also held that the .. common or typical results of removaland·inadmissibility do not 
constitute extreme hardship, and has listed, certain individuil hardship factors considered common 
rather than extreme. These _factors include:· economic disadva~tage, loss of current. employment, 
inability to maintain one's present standard of living,)nability to· pursue a· chosen profession, 
separation from family members, severing community ties, cultural readjustment after living in the 
United States for . many years, cultural adjustment of qmilifying relatives who have · never lived 
outside the United States, inferior economic and educational. opportunities in the foreign country, or 
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inferior medical facilities. in the foreign country. See gener~lly Matter of Cervantes-G01izalez, 22 
I&N Dec. at 568; Matter of.Pilch, 21 I&N Dec. 627, 632-33 (BIA 1996); Matter of Ige, 20 I&N 
Dec. 880, 883 (BIA 1994); .Matter of Ngai, 19 I&N Dec. 245, 246-47 (Comm'r 1984); Matter of 
Kim, 15 I&N Dec. 88, 89-90 (BIA 1974);:Matter of Shaughnessy, 12 I&N Dec. 810, 813 (BIA 
1968). . ' . ; 

·. · . 
.. However, though hardShips may not be extreme when considered abstractly or individually, the 
Board has made it clear that "[r]elevant ·.factors, ·though ~ot extrerrie in themselves, must be 
considered in the aggregate iri determining whether extreme hardship exists." Matter of 0-J-0-, 21 
I&N Dec. 381, 383 (BIA 1996) (quoting Matter of Ige, 20 I&~ Dec. at 882). The adjudicator "must 
consider the entire range of factors concerning hardship in their totality and determine whether the 
combination of hardships takes the case; beyond those hardships ~rdinafily associated with 
deportation'." !d. 

. ' ~ . . . 

The actual hardship a~sociated with an ·abstC:act hardship factor such as family separation, economic 
disadvantage, cultur<1;l readjustment, et cetera, differs in nature and severity depending on the unique 
circumstances of each case, as does the cuwulative hardship ;a qualifying relative experiences as a 
result of aggregated individual hardships. See, e.g,, Matter of Bing Chih Kao and Mei Tsui Lin, 23 
I&N Dec. 45, 51 (BIA 2001) (distinguishing Matter of Pilch Fegarding hardship faced by qualifying 
relatives on the basis of variations in the le~gth of residence :in the United States and the ability to 
speak the language of the country to which they · would Telocate ). For example, though family 
separation has been found to b~ a conimo.n result of inadmissibility or removal, separation from 
family living in the United States can also be the most ~ important single hardship factor in 
considering hardship in the aggregate. See Salcido-Salcido v./N.S., 138 F.3d 1292 (9th Cir. 1998) 
(quoting Conireras-Buenfil v. INS, 71:?. F.2d 401, 403 (9th Cir. 1983)); but see Matter of Ngai, 19 
I&N Dec. at 247 (sepa.ration of spouse and children from applicant not extreme hardship due to 
conflicting evidence in the record and because applicant and ~pouse had been voluntarily separated 
from one another for 28 years). Therefore, we consider ' the totality of the circumstances in 
determining whether denial of adhlission would result in .extreme hardship to a qualifying relative. 

On motion, counsel claims that the spouse's health has deteriorated. in the past two years, and 
without the applicant present to ·help mon.ito~ ·his vital sign~ • and ·medication, his health would 

. deteriorate further. Counsel further asserts that the spouse would be financially distressed because 
he would have to hire a dietician and possiOly a nurse to perform these activities. In support, counsel 

· submits a letter from the spouse's physician .. Therein; the physician indicates the spouse is being 
treated for hypertension, hyperlipidemia, an9 diabetes, he is on a diet and exercise program, and he 
is taking medications. The ·physician adds that the applicant has heel) helpful with the spouse's diet 
and. daily blood sugar check. The applicant's spouse contends in· a previously submitted statement 
that ·he receives a social. security pension of $997 a month, and that he supplements that income with 
earnings from the family restaurant bu~iness. A previously submitted Form 1040, U.S. Individual 
Income Tcp<: Return, indicates the applicant and her spouse ha9 an adjusted gross income of $30,190 
in 2008. Counsel moreover asserted thatth<;: applicant's spou'se cannot rely on the applicant or any 

· . other family members for fl1,1.ancial support ' 
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On appeal, the AAO found t}:lat the applicant's spouse wouJd experience extreme hardship upon 
relocation. There is nothing i~ the present record indicat1.ng this finding should be disturbed. 
Therefore, the AAO affirms that the applidnt's spouse woul~ .suffer extreme hardship in the eve·nt 
of relocation to Colombia. 

The record does not establish, though, that' the applicant':S spouse would experience extreme 
. hardship in the event of separation. Counsel contends that the, spouse needs the applicant present to 
. assist him with his medical issues. The spouse'sphysician does indiCate that the applicant has been . 
helpful with the spouse's diet and daily blood sugar check. ; However, there is no explanation or 
evidence of record indicating why the applicant is unable to.inonitor his own diet and blood sugar, 
nor is there any evidence to support counsei's assertion that tpe spouse will need to hire adietician 

. or a nurse to perform these tasks. Without supporting evidebce, the assertions of counsel will not 
satisfy .the applicant's burden· of proof. The unsupported a~sertions · of counsel do not constitute 
evidence. See Matter -of Obaigbena, 19 I&N De.c. 533, 534 n.;2 (BIA 1988); Matter of Laureano, 19 
l&N Dec. 1, 3 n.2 (BIA 1983); Matter ofRaf!lirez-Sanchez, 17;I&N Dec. 5.03, 506 (BIA 1980). 

Additionally, despite submission: of some evidence on incom_e· in 2008, the record does not contain 
· sufficient evidence of the spouse's current income or · household expenses to support assertions of 
financial hardship. The applidmt further · fails to provide ; any evidence regarding her current 
earnings, . and whether she would be able to contribute finapcially if she relocated to Colombia. 
With,out details and supporting evidence of the family's expe~ses and· income, the AAO is unable to 
assess the nature and extent 'of financial ~ardship, if any, the applic~nt' s spouse will face. 

The applicant's spouse states that he has been with the· appli~ant for mau'y years before they were 
married, .that they have an intimate and !loving union, an:d that he depends on the applicant 
emotionally. While the AAO acknowledges that the applican\'s spouse would face difficulties as a 
result of the applicant's inadmissibility, such ~s em.otional issues, we do not find evidence of record 
to demonstrate that his hardship would riseabove the distress normally created when families are 

. separated as a result of inadmissibility ·or removal: In that; the 'record fails to provide sufficient 
. ' evidence to establish the financial, medical, emotional or ' other · impacts of separation on the 

applicanfs spouse are cumulatively above .and beyond the hardships commonly experienced, the 
AAO cannot conclude that he wo~ld suffer extreme hardship iLthe waiver application is denied and 
the applicant returns to .Colombia without her spouse . 

. As· explained on appeal, although the applicant has demonstrated that her spouse would experience 
· · extreme hardship if he. relocated abroad to reside with the. applicant, we can find extreme hardship 

warranting a waiver of inadmissibility ·only where an applidmt has shown extreme hardship to a 
. qualifying felative in the scenario of relocatjon and the scenirio of separation. The AAO has long 
. · interpr~ted the · waiver ·provisions of. the Apt to ·require a s:howing of extreme ·hardship in both 
poSsible scen~irios; as a claim that a qualifying relative . wilt relocate and thereby suffer extreme 
hardship can .easily -be made for purposes o( the waiver eveJi where there is no actual intention to 
relocate.· Cf Matter of lge, 20 I&N Dec. 880, 886 (BIA 1994J. Furthermore, to relocate. and suffer 
extreme hardship, where: remaining the United States .and being separated from the applicant would 
riot result in extreme hardship, is a matter ofthoice and not tne, result of inadmissibility. !d., also cf 
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Matterof Pilch; .21 I&N D{!c. 627, 632~33 (BIA· 1996) .. ~~ the applicant has not demonstrated 
extreme.hardship from s~p~nltion, we cannot find that refusal• of admission would result in extreme 
hardship to her spouse in t~is ·case. · · 

In this case, th~ record does nofcontain sufficient evidence to show that the hardships faced by the 
' •.. • 'f • 

qualifying relative, considered . in the aggrygate, rise beyond the common results of removal or 
inadmissibility to the level ·of extreme _hardship. The .AAO ltherefore finds that the applicant has · 

· failed to establish extreme.hardship to' her U:S. Citizen spouse as required under section 212(i) of the 
Act. . As the applicant has not established extreme hardshib to a qualifying family member. no 

. purpose would be ~erved in determining whether . the app~icant merits a waiver as . a matter' of 
discretion. · 

· In proceedings for a waiver of grounds of inadmissibility unde/section.212(i) of the Act, the burden 
of proving ~ligibility re~ai1,1s entirely with ihe applicant. Sedtion 291 of the Act,. 8 U.S.C. ~· 1361. 

. Here, the . applicant ha~ .)lO.t met that bt,trd~n. . Accordingly,; although the motion is granted, . the 
underlying application remain~ denied. ~ . 

ORDER: The motion is' ~ranted, b~t the underlying application remains denied ... 

I . 

. _. ; ... 

·. ·~ 
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